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MISTRAS Group Awarded Contract for PCMS® Services
by Leading North American Energy Provider
Princeton Junction, N.J. – December, 2013 – MISTRAS Group, Inc. (NYSE:MG) is proud to announce it has
entered an agreement with a leading North American energy provider to deliver Plant Condition Management
Software (PCMS®) and Services. The contract also includes Data Conversion services and ongoing program
management by certified MISTRAS PCMS® Implementation experts.
The agreement makes PCMS® the corporate standard software for all of the Gulf Coast -based customer’s
business units, which as a major midstream energy services supplier include various crude, refined and
petrochemical products in both on and offshore pipelines; as well as fractionation and natural gas processing
capabilities.
PCMS® utilization includes the execution of Mechanical Integrity management for fixed-equipment and safety
release valves to prevent failures, increase safety and streamline inspection tasks.
About MISTRAS Group:
MISTRAS is a leading "one source" global provider of technology-enabled asset protection solutions used to
evaluate the structural integrity of critical energy, industrial and public infrastructure. Mission critical services
and solutions are delivered globally and provide customers the ability to extend the useful life of their assets,
improve productivity & profitability, comply with government safety and environmental regulations and
enhance risk management operational decisions.
MISTRAS uniquely combines its industry leading products and technologies -24/7 on-line monitoring of critical
assets; mechanical integrity (MI) and non-destructive testing (NDT) services; destructive testing (DT) services;
and its proprietary world class data warehousing & analysis software - to provide comprehensive and
competitive products, systems and services solutions from a single source provider.
For more information, please visit the company's website at http://www.mistrasgroup.com or contact
Nestor S. Makarigakis, Group Director, Marketing Communications at marcom@mistrasgroup.com.
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